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Welcome from 

Zane Wheeler, CCHt




I’m so grateful to welcome you to the Special Offer 

which you will discover in the following pages. Please 
take the time to read through the instructions. After 

coming to understand the powerful Ritual of 
Manifestation included, please find a comfy and quiet 
place and listen to the Audio Journey you’ll find near 

the end.  Enjoy!




Introduction




Imagine, if you will, a life crafted straight from your own imagination. Consider 
the mental power you’d have to harness to make this fantasy a reality. How 

would one even go about doing this?




Is it even possible? 




In the following pages, 3 Steps to Manifesting Your Dreams will provide you with 
the visualization methods and crafting techniques needed to truly participate in 

your own reality. You will learn about a powerful ritual that will not only 
familiarize you with the process of manifestation, but will make you a pro as you 

practice it in a dynamic Guided Audio Journey (link included in this .pdf).




This document doubles as a workbook, so please feel free to print out a copy!




Prepare to discover your innate abilities to Manifest Your Dreams!




Manifestation Preparation




First of all, we must prepare for our manifestation by creating in our minds the 
vision of different aspects of our world. These visions can then be written out 

to solidify their imagery. 




In the following pages, begin to envision your ideal 

circumstances within the following Life Categories:




Financial Situation


Community

Career

Family


Yourself


When prompted, use the space provided to write out your vision for each 
category. And remember, be as vivid and precise as possible! 




The Universe doesn’t respond to ambivalence…




Financial Situation

Take a moment envision the profound financial situation you will create for 
yourself in the coming months. Make it vivid and realistic, but don’t be afraid to 

go big! Imagine a snapshot of this life of abundance and write it below.

Hint: Sometimes, the writing itself sparks the vision, so don’t hesitate to put the pen to the paper!

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________



Community

Take a moment to envision your beloved community. Remember that the key to 
attaining true abundance lies in the giving as well as in the receiving. How will 
you give back once you start elevating your financial situation? Write out your 

vision below.

Hint: Allow yourself to envision the smiles and emotions of those in your community.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________



Career

Take a moment envision a line of work that truly stimulates you and allows 
you to follow your bliss. Make this vision vivid and beautiful. Imagine yourself 

in a snapshot of this ideal career and write out your vision below.

Hint: Stick to what you love to do and see yourself getting paid for it!

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________



Family

Take a moment envision your family in a state of bliss as they have discovered 
that their true desires have come into being! Make this vision vivid and 

beautiful. Imagine yourself in a snapshot of this future and write out your 
vision below.

Hint: Much like your community, stick to emotion, what is your family feeling?!

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________



Yourself

As the culmination of this exercise, envision the perfect you. Your attributes 
physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. Take some time to truly craft 
the you you’ll reinvent in the coming months. Have fun with this one below!

Hint: Use an objective perspective and describe yourself as someone else would…

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________



The Ritual

Alright! It’s time to learn the 3 Step Manifestation Ritual. 

 










STEP 1 

See It




Visualize




The work you embarked on above was your first step in effective Manifestation. We want 
to make sure our visualization is vivid and realistic and the reason for this is simple: 




The Body Believes What the Mind Sees




Our Body – the physical, energetic, emotional, nervous, neural structure - lives in a 

timeless state – an infinite now, if you will. It relies on input and guidance from the Mind 
and because of this, it truly believes what it is shown, structuring neural pathways, 

physical functions, and behaviors after this input. 




This is an amazing fact when you consider that the Body can heal itself by visualizing itself 
as healthy. The same principal is at work here. We’re using the Mind to allow the Body to 
energetically harmonize with the desired future scene and because we only see what we 

first believe, the Body’s powerful blueprint of belief is altered in this process. The belief is 
where the power lies. 


 

As your Body harmonizes with your future scene, 


that outcome becomes magnetized to you! 




 












STEP 2 


Feel It




Breathe it Into Your Body




As stated above, the Body believes what the Mind sees, so our next 
step in the ritual is to FEEL IT deeply. First, 




Come to Your Senses




An easy way to feel this future scene is to move through your 5 

senses imagining all the various nuances of your image. After you’ve 
fully aligned with the visceral senses,




Move Into Your Heart




Take the next few moments to feel the joy, security, and love in this 

future scene. In this particular exercise, you’re taking the time to 
engage your emotional body in the exercise. This is where the Body 

truly begins to believe it is there in the future. Once the Body 
believes, you’ll know you’ve successfully anchored your intention to 

achieve this vision.




 












STEP 3 


Give Thanks and Forget




Gratitude and Patience




After the engaging of the senses and the empowering of your intention comes 
arguably the most important step:




Imagine an Immense Flow of Gratitude for the Intention Taking Form




At this point, you’re going to align with the feeling you will have when you receive this 

reality. You will notice the immense gratitude you have in the moment and fixate on it. In 
a sense, you’re giving thanks in advance for the gift which will take form in your 

amazing future. And finally, 




Forget About the Ritual Altogether




This part may seems strange, but here’s the idea: we are activating a part of our 
constitution the goes beyond time and space – the mind of the Body, or 

Subconscious. Therefore, when we work in this realm, we want to always remember 
that the conscious mind has the tendency to confound our results. Because of this, 
our final step is to forget the process ever occurred and to put out reliance on the 

magic of the Universe to make it so. 




Release Your Intention With a Profound Feeling of Patience in the Process




3 Steps to Manifesting Your Dreams!





STEP 1 


See It




STEP 2 


Feel It




STEP 3 


Give Thanks and Forget




Recollect on Your 5 Categories 

Before you begin the Audio Journey entitled The River of Creation, 
take a moment and align with your visions of the future!



Now it’s Time to Journey!






On the next page you will find the private link to the Audio Journey where you 
will hone this Manifestation Ritual in real-time, creating your magnificent future 

from the 5 categories listed above. 




PLEASE DO NOT: 

Operate heavy machinery or drive while listening


Distribute this recording to anyone else

Listen while walking or running


Play in a public setting 




To Prepare: 

Find a quiet, comfortable place to recline or sit with a blanket atop and a pillow 

beneath your head and under your knees for back support (make sure your 
arms are free). Allow for a good 40 minutes of journeying and processing. 




ENJOY YOURSELF AND BE PLAYFUL AND IMAGINATIVE











The River of Creation

Manifestation Audio Journey




While listening, always remember to:


(1)Acknowledge the thoughts which will come into

your head and then promptly return to your breath. 


Never try to stop thinking . 

(2)Honor the Body as your vehicle for trance work;


stretch and continuously adjust yourself so the body 

is as comfortable as possible throughout. 


(3)Recognize that this is your session. You’re never

“doing it wrong”. Let those silly thoughts go. The


Body and Mind crave the trance state, so just let go

and surrender to it. It will feel wonderful…




And, without further ado, here’s the link!





goldenroadalchemy.com/the-river-of-creation






















Congratulations! 

 




You’ve Completed This Reader. 




Now, Take the Steps Necessary to Create Your Amazing Future by 
Allowing the Beauty to Unfold Before You in Your Daily Life! 




All You Need is a Faith in the Process…




And when you’re ready to continue on this Spiritual Journey, contact 

me at goldenroadalchemy.com.





